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GEOMETRY OF BRST-FORMALISM 

Abramov V. 

In the present paper we describe the geometrical approach 

to BRST-formalism.To this end the infinite dimensional supermani-

fold which was independently introduced in[lj and [5J is used.The 

base space of this supermanifold is the configuration space of all 

classical fields.The odd part of this space is built using the in

finite dimensional Grassman algebra which was described in [3] . 
BRST 

\7e have the odd vector field X on this supermanifold corre
sponding to the BRST-transformation.The effectiv action is the 
even functional on this supermanifold.In the present paper the set 
of odd and even vector fields which form Lie superalgebra is found. 

BRST It is shown, that X is the element of this superalgebra.In the 

third part of our paper we use the formal geometry which was in

troduced by Gelfand and other authors in[4j.In the frames of this 

formal geometry it is possible to describe the BRST-formalism on 

the local level. 

I.Let if be the boson gauge field and S(tp ) is the action. 

In general the index i denotes the set of discret indeces and con

tinuous variables.Under the summation over i we understand the 

summation over discrete indeces and the integretion over continu

ous variables.The generators of infinitesimal gauge transform

ations • 

form the algebra 

C = &"w£г - . < 1 - 1 > 

( 1 . 2 ) 

This paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitt

ed for publication elsewhere. 
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The action S(*f ) is invariant under the gauge transformations 

nfsc/ 3-ai^a «o. (1.3) 

Let M denote the configuration space of all classical fields 

vp ̂ ".One can consider the operators Q, as the vector fields on M 

and the action S(«p ) as the functional on M.In order to build the 

supermanifold over M it will be necessary to consider the infinite 

dimensional Grassmann algebra *J .Its definition,structure and con

crete realization on the space of functions is given in[3j.In (jj 

this realization is extended to the spaces of sections of some 

vector bundle, for example EG=P©GG,where P is the principal fiber 

bundle,G is the structure group of P and G is the Lie algebra of 

G.The concrete realization allows us to define the generators c, 

c of v which anticommute 

{ c V M ^ M ^ c ^ - o (1.4) 

(it should be noted that the indices «*-, £ contain the continuous 

variables as we said above).Then it is possible to write the ar

bitrary element f o f v in the form 

c...c f c....c , (1.5) 

v/here f«,..xw,*,...** is the kernel of some operator.In the natural 

way the variational derivatives <T/ <Tc* cf/cfc^is defined. 

The construction of supermanifold belonging to Berezin-Leit-

es is most convenient for the infinite dimensional objects such 

as the space of all classical fields M and the Grassmann algebra 

"V .Let us denote SM the superspace which we call the superspace 

of quantified fields.The base space of SM is the space of all 

classical fields M and C(SM)= C(M)© *J ,where C(SM) is the space 

of the functionals on SM and C(M) is the space of the functional 

on M.It should be noted that we describe the construction of the 

superspace SM schematically, in a general way.The theory of in

finite dimensional supermanifolds in the form which is most ap

propriate for our purposes develops in [5} 

The local coordinates on SM are (^"^c^c ) where c*-c* are 

the generators of Grassmann algebra ri #As follow from (1.5) one 

can write the arbitrary functional P on SM in the form 
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F=Z-r c •••« F (*f ) c . . . c , (1 .6) 
**,*» *.-**?(».— IV. 

where F (*f ) e G(M).In what follows it will be necessary to 

consider such functionals on SM which depend on supplementary 

parameters b in a polinomial way,i.e. 

F=7! c'.-.c^F (f ,b) c^^.c^T (1.7) 

where 
CO 

F (<f ,b)=JC F ( f ) b ...bf. (1.8) 

The arbitrary element X of the Lie superalgebra of the vector 
fields Der SM on SM which depends on the parameters b and has the 
form . ^ d 

X = F \ * ) ^ . + $(4)^+iyO-)-£, . (1.9) 

The space of the vector fields 

x =/(b)r2+ $(b)^A+T(b)Jfr , d.io) 

on SM is the aubalgebra DersaugeSM of Der SM that follows from 

(1.2). 

2.Let 'V( .P) be the certain functional on M which we call 
the gauge functional.Let us introduce the following notations 

Then the quantum effective action SQ(b) is the even functional on 
SM which depends on the parameters b and it has the following 
form 

SQ(b)= S(*f ) + 1 (b )
2-r b V^ - 5*4^ c* . (2.2) 

Let us consider the equation 

X (SQ) = 0 (2.3) 

where X e DersauseSM.Substituting (1.10) and (2.2) into (2.3) 

one can rewrite the equation (2.3) as follows 
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-F(b)b X^Wo'V c+ $%)^o-^%)5^-»0. (2.4) 

Taking into account (1.8) the equation (2.4) can be rewritten in 
the form 

-I, * * +P/- 5 X - c+ C *«, c" Xl 5*4,-0- (2.5) 

Hence 

Using the expression (1.6) one can write the functionals P, 3> and 

"tfc> in the local coordinates of the superspace SM.Substituting 

the obtained expressions for F,<£and Tf to (2.6) we get 

&УW.W
 = %*, - (

"
1)П
"

1
 '

У
Л„-řЛ-.>ř(pM1V,

+ ^ Í Î ^ r ø t 

+ ( - 1 ) n " ^ ^ ^ ^ v / r V - í ' 

where (•*/)-»«£.-••• < and the underlined indices are alternated. 

In the present paper we do not cite the intermediate steps be

cause of the awkwardness of the calculations and at once repre

sent the final result.3y substituting (2.7) into (1.10) one can 

distinguish the three families of the vector fields on SM which 

satisfy the eq. (2,3).They are 

where ^>WA> an(i **<(%* a r e ^ e polinomials which are expressed in 
terms of the gauge functionals in the following way 

at „4/~' y o* 
W % " (2.9) 

^.. - C **,s. 01..., of 
_f ,* cҐ 

Y
BRST ŕ Г ^o9 * ... ъ _-L- f? чì 
^ * » — ^ з ir

 + % ř^Г5*
+ ъ
 70 *

 {2'sh 
where 
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- ' • • _ . 

°є - %* %- c 

-14 V «C 
Л
 (2.9)

ъ 

x% -°* &• <V£. • _ (2-8'c 
THEOREM. The odd vector fields XBRST,XBRST and the even 

vector fields X° satisfy the following commutational relations 

fYBRST YBRST 1 n fYBRST Yo ~] r* YBRST 

L x */* » x ^ J=C)> Lx*/* »x *>'-/* V x.*y ' 

[ x ^ . x ! ^ ] =0, f -^ .X^J- ic^BRST, (2.10) 
f"YBRST YBRST] n J\-.o Yo 7 / v° , / Y ° 

The Lie superalgebra described in the theorem contains the 
odd vector field 

xBRST= «£. xS^-cflV) i rt - i - (̂  ./Vof)-i , «*/» -/» -v </y i </•-* v i r</» ^ c * 

where we use the relation 

• -V •• r 1 y -v * * 

BRST 

The vector field X corresponds to the famous BRST-transform

ations.It follows from iiUI.0) that (XBRST)2=O.It should be noted 

that the vector field X which corresponds to the BRST-trans-

formations is not so easily obtained from (2.8), .But it is true 

under some hypotheses with respect to the polinomial o^.^.This 

means that the vector fields X ^ have more fundamental signifi

cance than XBRST. 

It follows from the theorem that the even vector fields X°^ 

form the Lie algebra.This algebra is generated by the group of 

transformations.This group makes the change of generators of th.e 

Grassmann algebra ty or the change of odd local coordinates on SM. 
It acts on SM in the following way 

c*-5*A* , 

c = Bŕ c *, 
(2.11) 
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where { c'̂ c'f*} are the new odd coordinates on SM and A^ ,B^ 
are the group parameters (in general, they are the kernels of the 
operators if we consider the c* ,c* as the generators of the al
gebra *J which is realized on the spaces of the sections of some 
vector bundle.The SQ is invariant under the transformations (2.11) 
if the following condition is satisfied 

Aj %% B= *.,, (2.12) 

or 4 

where (A ) € is the kernel of the inverse operator.Let us denote 
SG the group which corresponds to the algebra of the theorem. 
Its parameters are .̂-.(Â  9h^d9a^a) where A^ are the even para
meters and h-^jE rf are the odd parameters.The group operation is 
defined by the expression 

rr^z A^v+h^'V+s^ u (2#14) 

SG acts on SIvI in the following way 

c'" - c* A^+h^ b1* +E,, cdzs^ , (2.15) 

t* =<cAtv-vi.-+v>'3-
It is natural that SG is the group of the supersymmetries of SQ. 

3. In this part we consider the case when the boson 

gauge field ^ is the Yang-Mills field Ai<(x).,Let T^ be the 

basis of the corresponding Lie algebra and 

fa* -T^"]- fJJ* T r . (3.D 

Then kjc^)- A^Cx)^ .It should be noted that in this part all in-
deces are discrete.The construction of the superspace SM allows 
us to analyze the algebraic and geometrical structure of the 
BRST-formalism,but it causes the appearance of the nonlocal ob
jects as V+piindeed;if we take the gauge functional in the form 
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^(x)=. ̂  A^Cx) then ^(x-y) is the kernel of the operator 
which is inverse to the operator 

^(x,y) = [<*% +^( f^ A* )]cT(x,y). (3.2) 

But in case of Yang-Mills the effective lagrangian L0 and BRST-

transformations are the local polynomials on the fields and their 

derivatives.This observation leads us to the formal geometry 

which was introduced by Gelfand in [\\. 
Let SA denote the algebra of the polynomials on the com-

4 «-» JL + < -t 

mutative symbols A^ -A^,,. ••,A/U/V,... vp -b,^, • • •9tfM4...ja,
 and 

on the antic ommutative symbols cA, cjl , • • •, c^t. ../a.p f c*,c~ , •••, 
c/-#--\rV .All symbols are symmetric with respect to indeces /*, •• 
• i* .It is obvious that SA is the superalgebra 

SA = (SA)Q+ (SA)1 (3.3) 

v/here (SA) is the subalgebra of the even polynomials and (SA)1 
is the subspace of the odd polynomials.In the usual way ([2])one 
can define the ghost number of some polynom of SA.Let z be the gen
eral notation for the symbols (A,b,c,c) where z denotes one of 

*L *- J, d. 

the symbols (A ,b ,c ,c ) and (a) = ^4.. • yu.̂  .The operator 

X = £ F(a)[zl-1 , (3.4) 
<H*° ' *z<a,, 

is called the vector field on SA where we use the left derivatives 
with respect to all symbols and F(a7[zl e SA.Among all the vector 
fields one can distinguish the canonical even vector field 

l = y z -3L - J L * . i + V-r--, + . . . (3.5) 
h £?o <airn^ *r-&4 f ^ 

It follows from the definition that 

^ HBOJ » Zo, 3ro, f z l = 2 L . . . A . f z o > -So, . ( 3 . 6 ) 
V*1 cay <a;f»,/* > ca,P fo> ?4 Pr r " ca7/> 

The commutator of the two vector fields is 

where jb(X), f>f-0a,.re the parity of X and Y.Thus the space of all vec
tor fields on SA is the Lie superalgebra.A differential 1-form on 
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SA is a formal finite sum 

where <-̂ ,QN fz] €: SA and dz are the new symbols.In particular, 
.6 aV-. ca)* -< * 

dA , db^,...^ are the odd symbols and dc^...^ , dCyu,...^ are 

the even symbols.The values of the differential 1-form cO on the 

vector field X is 

" U ) = Z c O ( a > ^ . (3.9) 

In the usual way one can define the wedge product.A differential 

r-form is a finite sum 

to-*£eV.*-?*». • - d V (3-10) 

The differential r-form is called even if all terms in the expres
sion (3.10) are the even polynomials with respect to the symbols 

>,--/v >°?,~rr '(U*/'.-Tv and dbA"--/v 
tial is the operator 

et A*.. *c* _.. ,dA.r. . .__ and db _,___.___ .The exterior differen-

d=£ dz JL , d2= 0 . (3.11) 
r«or

 c aV d z _ r ca?p 

The Paddeev-Popov Lagrangian is the even polynomial 

LQ=4 (V2+ 'K ̂  + b ^ ~ c*XB ( % ) , (3.12) 

on SA ,where 

*p - A^- A^v + _£ A£ A* , LQ- Lcl + Lqu> (3#13) 

9, u B 

^c is the gauge polynomial on the symbols Â yu,...̂ , , and X is 

the odd vector field on SA which corresponds to the BRST-super-

symmetry 

•§ V>^«,;°' fHy^U^i 
where *^c = c^ + £-,-., iy c .It should be noted that 
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[xB , ^ 7 = O , (3.15) 
and 

XB( ̂ 0 = 0 , XB (b*) =0, XB( f*ff cV)«0. (3.16) 

It follow from (3.15),(3.16) that 

[xB ,XB] =0 , XB( LQ ) = 0 . (3.17) 

Usually (2), the BRST-invariant generalization of L search in 
the form 

Lqu= s P , (3.18) 

where P is some expression on the fields and their derivatives 

and s is the BRST-operator.In the frame of the formal geometry 

we can generalize the equation 

Lqu= X
B(P) , (3.19) 

where X is the odd vector field (3.14) and Pf SA.We can rewrite 

the equation (3.19) using the definition (3.8) of differential 

1-form and the exterior differential (3.11) in the following way 

L » dP ( X B). (3.20) 

PROPOSITION. The even polynomial L 6 SA is BRST-invariant 

( i.e.that X*(L )-=0) if 

Lqu= C0( XB ), (3.21) 

where <** is the even differential 1-form which satisfies the 

following condition 

d cO ( X
B,XB )=0. (3.22) 

The proof follows from the equation 

d cO( X,Y )= X a)(Y) + Y cO(X) - CO([X,Y]) (3.23) 

It should be noted that in the case of the Paddeev-Popov Lagran-
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gian (3*12) corresponding 1-form is 

<*>- (4t +Jb* ) dc*4- c " d ^ - i c ^ € ' 

and it is exact 

CO, d { ( ^ +Jb*) 5"). 
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